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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Social media marketing refers to the process of gaining website traffic or attention
through social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Integrating with marketing
and social media is extremely important because people nowadays are truly relayed on the
internet and technology. That is why almost every business is exploring social media marketing
initiatives to help them solve the challenge of the exceptions of new customers for their
business.
As for this report, Pancakes Along is a trademark for pancakes lover to taste our yummy
and juicy pancakes. The main objective that is to achieve for the business if to offer variety
flavours of pancakes with the affordable price to our customers. The Facebook page of
Pancakes Along was started on 19 October 2020.
According to the date on 20 December 2020, Pancakes Along has 248 amounted of like
on our pages. Our product gave a fantastic taste because the balancing of sweetness of our
pancakes and fresh fruit that make our customer remembered the taste and feel like want to
have it again. This product is also liked by many customers due to the cheap and affordable
price. Hence, it provides a good insight for the continuation of sale to our customers.
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